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The purpose of this project is to answer to our 
problematization of Göta Älvs inaccessible 
coastline which is a result of privatization and 
commodification. 

Today, the water in Göta Älv is not approved 
for swimming and therefore this project also 
focuses on how a natural water purification can 
be combined with the  recreational human spaces.

The oysters, which are filter feeders, can help clean 
the polluted water in Göta älv. Todays problem is 
the lack of right conditions to the oysters to survive 
in göta älv. Therefore, they need a hard textured 
surface to attatch to in order to start building new 
reefs. 

I have chosen to use the cliffs in the Gothenburg 
archipelago as inspiration for the design of the  
human spaces in this project. Some seek view, 
some wind protection, some wants shade, some 
sun and some want a private niche. 

After analysing what the oysters need to reproduce 
and analysing what types of human spaces we are 
looking for when visiting the coast, I developed a 
design concept. A concept based on a staircase 
that provides conditions for the marine life but 
also for recreational human spaces. 

ABSTRACT
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INFRASTRUCTURE

1.

The serpentine roads are basically just roads 
whose shape are a result of engineers’ work. The 
roads are not built with the intention of being 
beautiful, but to provide people to transport from 
A to B. The structure of this type of infrastructure 
is simple, all that is required is a surface with the 
right slope for vehicles to be able to move forward. 

The interesting spatial effects occurs when the 
roads are forced to be designed according to the 
landscape, just as with the serpentine roads. In 
the contrast between the straight parts and the 
dramatic curves, interesting spatial effects are 
created. 
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1. GOTTHARD PASS, SWITZERLAND
2. TIANMEN MOUNTAIN ROAD, CHINA 1.

3. SERPENTINE ROAD GREECE

1.

1.

2.

3.

SERPENTINE ROADS
INFRASTRUCTURE TYPE
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HUMAN SPACE

2.

Although the serpentine roads in many ways  
symbolizes movement, the spatial effects invite to 
stop, slow down and sit down. At the same time, 
stopping during a drive often means taking a short 
break for food. A dining place is a human space 
type that partly involves eating, but also a place to 
experience culture, meets friends or strangers.
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TULIP – YOUR PLACE AT THE TABLE,  
ADHOC ARCHITECTES,  
MONTRÉAL, 2020

DINING AREA
HUMAN SPACE TYPE
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HYBRID SPACE

3.

The concept is to create an infinite roadside food 
court using the form of the road and the spaces 
created when the road curves. The seating area 
and the restaurant platforms are designed based 
on the natural movement of the road and the form 
the road must take to fulfil its purpose. The road 
verge is used for seating and from there cooking 
platforms can be placed to reach into the core. 
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FUNCTIONALITY

MOVEMENT

SPATIAL QUALITIES

THE CORE

SEATING

FOOD MAKING
AREA

INFINITE ROADSIDE FOOD COURT
HYBRID SPACE CONCEPT

SPATIAL EFFECTS
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The system is built on a few important parameters. 
The infrastructure can be divided into two different 
parts. The first is the road, shaped by the landscape. 
The second is the walls that result from the road  
cutting through the landscape. These walls will 
change based on the conditions provided by the 
landscape, resulting in unique spatial qualities in 
each curve. 

The human space element in this system is the 
seating area and the cooking area. The seating 
area are created from extruding the road verge 
into seating height. It creates a distance to the 
lane but leaves the infrastructure present. To make 
the seating functional the surface needs to be flat, 
which results in a stepped seating area. 

Where it’s needed a restaurant, the modules 
can extend into the core. This creates space for 
cooking but also the possibility to go into the core 
without needing to climb in the landscape. This 
extended module can be covered with a roof or 
be open-air, depending on what purpose it is to 
fill. Is it a Michelin star restaurant or is it just an 
open fire?

HYBRID SPACE SYSTEM
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A two-Lane road

Walls created by the landscape

A cooking platform

Seating modules

ONE BASE UNIT CONTAINS:

BASE UNIT
HYBRID SPACE SYSTEM
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COOKING PLATFORM

SEATING MODULES

HUMAN SPACE ELEMENTS
HYBRID SPACE SYSTEM

WALL CREATED BY THE 
LANDSCAPE BELOWROAD
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WALL CREATED BY THE 
LANDSCAPE BELOW ROAD

WALL CREATED BY THE 
LANDSCAPE ABOVE ROAD

INFRASTRUCTURE ELEMENTS
HYBRID SPACE SYSTEM
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SEATING MODULES
HYBRID SPACE SYSTEM

The height of the modules is constant. When 
the slope of the road changes, the length of the 
module will need to change. This creates oppor-
tunities for variation in how the module is used. 

For example. When there are many human space 
agents the human elements, the modules, can 
be broadened to match the need. Where it gets 
steep, the modules need to become shorter and 
the seating area therefore becomes more private 
and intimate. 

THE CONCEPT OF THE STAIRS
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BASE MODULE

WIDER MODULE

SMALLER COOKING
PLATFORM

STEEP SLOPE

SHALLOW SLOPE

LARGER COOKING 
PLATFORM

MODULES
HYBRID SPACE SYSTEM
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1:500

PLAN
HYBRID SPACE CONCEPT
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Driving to A from B

To drive from A to B the road 
need to adjust to the landscape

The road verge creates the modules 
used for seating and cooking.

People using the design spaces for  
meeting people, eat at restaurants 
or eating picnic when driving from 

point A to B. 

1.  INFRASTRUCTURE AGENT 

2.  INFRASTRUCTURE ELEMENTS 

REQUIRED

3.  HUMAN SPACE ELEMENTS

4.  SPECULATED HUMAN BEHAVIOR

DESIGN PROCEDURE
HYBRID SPACE 
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DESIGN PROCEDURE
HYBRID SPACE 

CLOSE UP

STEPPED MODULES
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This hybrid space will be affected by several pa-
rameters. One of them is the density of the number 
of infrastructure agents, vehicles, that will use the 
infrastructure elements. Two other parameters 
are the topography and the speed on the road. To 
the right are two sketches of how the topography 
and speed affect the road. There is also a correla-
tion between the two. With a steep slope in the 
landscape, the road will take shape as it would at 
a low speed. The same applies if the landscape is 
flatter, the road will form as at high speed on the 
road.

HYBRID SPACE VARIATIONS

VARITAIONS
HYBRID SPACE 
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VARITAIONS
HYBRID SPACE 

INTENSITY

INTENSITY

SPEED

TOPOGRAPHY
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GROWTH NETWORK

4.

A delta is an area of low, flat land shaped like a 
triangle, where a river splits and spreads out into 
several branches before entering the sea.

Aesthetically delta areas are in many ways similar to 
the serpentine roads, the infrastructure type in this 
hybrid. The main difference is that the delta area is 
created on flat land, and is created by nature. The  
serpentine roads are man-made in a way that 
nature demands.
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DELTA AREA, GANGES
INDIA, BANGLADESH

MEANDERING IN THE AMAZON RIVER 
SONGHUA RIVER, CHINA

DELTA AREA
GROWTH NETWORK TYPE
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The growth network concept is inspired by the 
delta areas and the branching rivers they contain 
of. Which means having a source of agents (water 
in delta areas, cars in this hybrid) that through 
natural power divides into smaller and smaller 
parts. This will create a sequence of the hybrid 
adapting to the amount of infrastructure agents. 

Also, the concept of meander is an important part 
of delta areas. See the next page for an explana-
tion.

DELTA AREA
GROWTH NETWORK CONCEPT

BRANCHING RIVERS
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A MEANDER

A meander is one of a series of regular 
sinuous curves in the channel of a river 
or other watercourse. It is produced as a  
watercourse erodes the sediments of an outer, 
concave bank and deposits sediments on an inner, 
convex bank which is typically a point bar. The 
result of this coupled erosion and sedimentation 
is the formation of a sinuous course as the channel 
migrates back and forth across the axis of a flood-
plain.

BEFORE

AFTER

MEANDER
GROWTH NETWORK CONCEPT
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FLOW

OXBOW LAKE

MEANDER
GROWTH NETWORK CONCEPT
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GROWTH NETWORK VARIATIONS

GROWTH NETWORK SYSTEM
HYBRID SPACE 

The system is designed to make an infrastructure 
element (road) with many infrastructure agents 
(vehicles) branching out over and over again. This 
creates a growth network system that results in a 
variation of the hybrid. 

On the next page, a plan shows how this branching 
will take place when applied in a more natural en-
vironment. Here will the variations be endless and 
each space between the roads will be unique with 
opportunities for the hybrid to form. 
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PLAN
GRROWTH NETWORK SYSTEM
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PLAN
GRROWTH NETWORK SYSTEM

ZOOMING IN

ZOOMING IN

“ OXBOW LAKE “

RELATION BETWEEN ROADS
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PROBLEMATIZED WATERFRONT

5.

Our chosen problematization was the privatisa-
tion and commodification of the coastline. The 
harbour industry has changed the shape of the 
coastline radically; soft, diverse, and organic 
nature has become a hard large-scale industri-
al landscape. This has made the coast, and in 
extension the water, largely inaccessible for the 
citizens. 
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COMMODIFICATION
PROBLEMATIZATION
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DIAGRAM
PROBLEMATIZATION

NATRUAL COASTLINE PRIVATIZED COASTLINE INACCESSIBLE COASTLINE
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CONTEXTUALIZATION

6.

We decided to work with the area located on the 
north side of the Göta River, between the harbor 
and Volvo. Industrialisation has caused com-
modification and privatization of the coastline, 
making it inaccessible for the common citizen. 
The water can be reached only in a few bits of the 
coastline. The future network suggests linking 
the land and the water in order to gain connec-
tion and knowledge about the waterscape.  
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ÄLVSBORGSHAMNEN
SITE

ESTUARY OF GÖTA ÄLV

ÄLVSBORGSHAMNEN
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COASTLINE
SITE

COASTLINE 1960 COASTLINE 2018
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VISIT
SITE
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SITE ANALYSIS

7.

We started by doing a site analysis to create an 
understanding of the site. We decided to focus 
on our agents from phase I. 

The roads are varying in width and are mainly 
for car traffic. An exception can be found at 
Måsholmen situated on the western side of the 
site, where there is a walking path. An expanded 
walking path could in the future contribute to 
a welcoming and accessible infrastructure for 
citizens with different needs and backgrounds. 

A few lunch restaurants can be found within the 
chosen area. There are no playgrounds or su-
permarkets. This means that the agents playing 
and shopping people are presumably non-exis-
tent today while the agents ‘eating people’ are 
few but bound to lunctime. Meaning that there 
is an opportunity in the future to add space and 
enable these agents to exist. 
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CLASSIFYING SITE
MAPPING

BUILDINGS

INFRASTRUCTURE

RAW LAND

TOPOGRAPHY
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INCLINATION
MAPPING

INCLINATION
DEGREES

0-6 -12 -17 -23 -28
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WATERSCAPE 
SUPRASTRUCTURE

8.

Our projects are conceptualized as the path, the 
node and the flow. The path is the closest direct 
route between two nodes, the blood system of 
the suprastructure. The node is the magnet, the 
organs that add programming to the suprastruc-
ture. The flow is a slower, more contemplative 
route between nodes, that connect our supra-
structure to the water.
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ELEMENTS
FROM PHASE I

To create a suprastructure that corresponds to 
our problematization, we started by analyzing 
the qualities from our hybrid spaces in phase I. 
We decided to use the node from Agnes’ tower 
market and the labyrinth growth network from 
Annas phase I. 

CREATING A NETWORK

HYBRID SPACE GROWTH NETWORK
TOWER MARKET LABYRINTH
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DIAGRAMMING SOLUTIONS
SUPRASTRUCTURE

PATH FLOW

NODE

ACCESSIBLE AND 
WELCOMING 

COASTLINE FOR THE 
COMMON CITIZEN

ACCESIBILITY
ORIENTATION

AMBIANCE 
STRUCTURE

INBETWEEN 
CONNECTION

1. WALKABILITY

2. SPINE

3. LINIAR

1. LINKING LAND & WATER

2. OXYGENATING VAINS

3. ORGANIC

1. VERTICALITY

2. VISABILITY

3. STRUCTURAL
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CONCEPT
INTERVENTION LOGIC

INCLINATION
DEGREES

0-6 -12 -17 -23 -28
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CONCEPT
INTERVENTION LOGIC

PATH

FLOW NETWORK

NODE
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NODE

PATH

FLOW

LOW INTENSITY
HIGH DENSITY

HIGH INTENSITY
LOW DENSITY

LOW INTENSITY
LOW DENSITY

ELEMENTS
WATERSCAPE SUPRASTRUCTURE
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AXONOMETRIC
WATERSCAPE SUPRASTRUCTURE

PATH

FLOW

NODE
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PROJECT DEFINITION

9.

This project focus on the part from the supra-
structure called flow. Its purpose is to answer to 
our problematization of Göta Älvs inaccessible 
coastline which is a result of privatization and 
commodification. 
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HUMAN SPACES
RECREATIONAL

WATER PURIFYING
MARINE SPACES

HUMAN SPACES

MARINE SPACE 

The purpose of the project is  to create 
opportunities for people to get close to 
the water, be in the water and experience 
the water’s variability. Today, the water in 
Göta Älv is not approved for swimming and 
therefore this project also focuses on how a 
natural water purification can be combined 
with the  recreational human spaces. 

A STRUCTURE FOR COEXISTENCE

COEXISTENCE
PROJECT DEFINITION
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RECREATIONAL SPACE

10.

I have chosen to use the cliffs in the Gothenburg 
archipelago as inspiration for the design of the 
human spaces in this project. It is an interesting 
phenomenon to study people’s behaviour when 
choosing a place to settle among the cliffs. Some 
seek view, some wind protection, some wants 
shade, some sun, some want a private niche and 
some a larger platform. 

Therefore, I have tried to create a structure that can 
provide what people are looking for when visiting 
the coast. The structure can be both introvert and 
extrovert to be able to offer the human spaces I 
want. The introvert turns inland and creates pro-
tection from wind as well as a naturally protected 
pool. The extrovert faces the water and creates 
the opportunity to sit and enjoy the sunset.
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SMÖGEN, BOHUSLÄN

VIEW PLATFORMWIND

WATER SHELTER

GOTHENBURG ARCHIPELAGO
HUMAN SPACE
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WATER PURIFICATION

11.

Today, the water in Göta Älv is not approved 
for swimming and therefore this project also 
focuses on how a natural water purification can 
be combined with the  recreational human spaces.
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https://www.scapestudio.com/projects/oyster-tecture/

FILTERED WATERCONTAMINANTS

PLANKTON

DETRITUS

The oysters, which are filter feeders, can help 
clean the polluted water in Göta älv. One 
oyster can clean up to 180 liters (50 Gallons) 
of water every day. 

Todays problem is the lack of right condi-
tions to the oysters to survive in göta älv. The 
seabed has been dredged and their former 
habitat is now just mud. Therefore, they need 
a hard textured surface to attatch to in order 
to start building new reefs. 

If the oysters became a self-sustaining pop-
ulation, the structure could grow over time 
on its own.

THE OYSTER AS A WATER PURIFIER

OYSTERS
WATER PURIFICATION
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The hard surface of the oyster castle is 
large enough for oyster larvaes to attach

The hard surface of the oyster castle is 
large enough for oyster larvaes to attach

THE PURPOSE OF OYSTER CASTLES IS TO ALLOW OYSTERS TO GROW 
INTO A NATURAL FULLY-FUNCTIONING REEF.

OYSTER CASTLES - HITTA KÄLLA!

As a result, new oyster reefs form on top of 
the oyster castle

The oyster castle has now served its purpose. 
The oyster reef on top generates and grows 

like a fully functioning natural reef, with 
oyster larvae constantly attatching to it. 
Supposedly, no further maintenance is 

needed.  

Oyster Castles are essentially modified 
concrete blocks that become living reefs as 
oyster larvae attach to them and grow. They 
reduce the impacts of future storms, provide 
habitat for wildlife and improve water quality.

The hard surface of the oyster castle is large 
enough for oysters larvaes to attach. As a 
result, new oyster reefs form on top of the 
oyster castle.

The oyster castle has now served its purpose. 
The pyster reef on top generates and grows 
like a fully functioning natural reef, with 
oyster larvae constantly attatching to it. Sup-
posedly, no further maintenance is needed. 

OYSTER CASTLES
WATER PURIFICATION

THE OYSTER CASTLE AS AN INSPIRATION
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COEXSITENCE
CONCEPT DIAGRAM

A STAIRCASE FOR COEXISTENCE
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DESIGN PROPOSAL

12.

After analysing what the oysters need to reproduce 
and analysing what types of human spaces we are 
looking for when visiting the coast, I developed a 
design concept. A concept based on a staircase 
that provides conditions for the marine life but 
also for  recreational human spaces. 
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THE CONCEPT OF THE STAIRS

The stairs are designed to create useful 
spaces for sitting, standing, laying or 
jump into a boat but at the same time be a 
well-functional stair to walk in. The stair is 
built up on blocks in two parallel lines but 
with an offset of two steps. This gives the stair 
a well-functioning step height for walking in 
one direction and creates a good height for 
sitting in the other direction. 

STRUCTURE
STAIRS
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LANDSCAPE

OYSTER REEF

STAIRS

WALKING PATH

PAVILLIONS

EXPLODED AXONOMETRIC VIEW

EXPLODED AXONOMETRIC
WATERSCAPE PROJECT
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THE INTROVERT STRUCTURE

THE EXTROVERT STRUCTURE

AXONOMETRIC
EXTROVERT & INTROVERT STRUCTURE
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PAVILLION

WALKING PATH

SEATING STAIRS

OYSTER STAIRSOYSTER REEF PLAT-
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3000 30003000 3000

The pavilions are a complement to the 
structure to enable other activities that 
may be needed on site. For example, if the 
site is very exposed to wind, the pavilion 
can function as an extra shelter. It can also 
function as a storage, rental place for kayaks, 
café or in the future maybe Gothenburg’s 
coolest oyster bar?

Above you can see two proposals for 
programs for the pavilions.

PLAN
PAVILLIONS

1:100

PLAN PROPOSALS
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To create the right conditions for the oysters 
to attach, a hard and textured surface is 
required. Using normal concrete does not 
feel sustainable and therefore this project 
intends to use a type of ecocrete. Remaining 
oyster shells can be used to create a more 
sustainable concrete and at the same time 
create a connection between the sea and the 
new structure.

MATERIALITY
OYSTER-CONCRETE

REUSE OF OYSTER SHELLS
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PERSPECTIVE
BIRD-EYE VIEW
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PERSPECTIVE
SEEN FROM WATER
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PERSPECTIVE
SEEN FROM GÖTA ÄLV
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